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ABSTRACT: Web sites are increasingly being used by state governments not only as
platforms for the public dissemination of agency documents, but as repositories for
agency records. As a result, the ephemeral nature of Web sites and electronic informa-
tion presents major appraisal and preservation problems for government archivists. This
article describes the Web-site appraisal process in action, undertaken at the Wisconsin
Historical Society (WHS) in response to the receipt of the records of a particular state
agency commission. The commission's records were preserved entirely on the
commission's Web site, and required WHS staff to develop questions and strategies for
the appraisal and preservation of state agency Web sites that contained agency records.

In the famous preface to The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn, Mark Twain wrote of
his greatest work that, "Persons attempting to find a motive in this narrative will be
prosecuted; persons attempting to find a moral in it will be banished; persons attempt-
ing to find a plot in it will be shot." This case study is written in much the same spirit. It
does not attempt to present the final answer to the problem of preserving Web sites,
because archivists know perfectly well that there is not one as yet, given current techno-
logical limits.

Instead, what follows here is a narrative description of one institution's fairly infor-
mal and nonstrategic attempts to study the problems associated with the appraisal and
preservation of a particular format of record, a fluid, highly flexible documentary form
with amazing information potential, that more and more is being utilized by corpora-
tions, institutions of higher learning, government agencies, and private citizens alike as
a key method of storing and disseminating crucial information: the Web site.1 Archivists
know that some of these sites merit permanent preservation, especially as Web sites
continue to become the sole or primary repositories for important records. They also
know that preserving electronic information in formats that will ensure its readability
for future generations is one of the profession's greatest challenges. This problematic
dichotomy was the major problem with which staff members from the WHS had to
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grapple as they thought about ways to effectively appraise the permanent archival value
of Web sites and the information they contain.

Setting the Stage for What Follows
In early 2001, archives staff from the WHS were approached by Professor Don Kettl

of the University of Wisconsin-Madison's La Follette School of Public Affairs.
Dr. Kettl, a noted authority on Wisconsin state government who had served on several
previous task forces and commissions dealing with government issues, wanted us to
know that the work of yet another body chaired by him had been completed and that the
records of its proceedings were available for possible preservation by the WHS.

This body, The Governor's Blue-Ribbon Commission on State-Local Partnerships
for the 21st Century, was formed in April 2000 by Governor Tommy G. Thompson to
study the relationship of state-to-local government throughout Wisconsin and ways in
which this relationship could be improved and streamlined in order to provide the best
possible and most efficient range of services to the citizens of the state. The concept of
this new commission was originally born out of the Wisconsin tradition of providing
large state grants to local governments for a multitude of services, as well as Governor
Thompson's perception of good government being smaller and more cost-efficient when-
ever possible. In announcing the formation of the commission, Thompson called upon
the 31 members, drawn from a range of occupations and walks of life (including state
and local government workers, education officials, state lawmakers, and members of
the public), to "rethink the roles of different levels of government in the changing economy
of the new century" and evolve new and bold ideas about how state and local govern-
ments might cooperate in all their important relationships. The commission held a num-
ber of public meetings across the state through the rest of 2000, in which it took testi-
mony from responsible officials and solicited public input; it submitted a final report
and list of recommendations in January 2001.

To WHS staff members, the work and findings of the Kettl Commission clearly rep-
resented a historically significant milestone in the history of Wisconsin state gover-
nance. Were the commission proposals to be accepted and finally implemented, they
could represent a large-scale restructuring in the ways in which the state interacted with
localities, as well as reflect the national trend of resurgent federalist thought so promi-
nent among Republican politicians (including Governor Thompson) at the end of the
twentieth century and start of the twenty-first. The records of the commission would
naturally be an important acquisition for the State Archives. Therefore, imagine the
consternation of WHS staff when Dr. Kettl handed over a CD-ROM that day containing
the entirety of the commission's historical record-the only version there was. No hard-
copy backup. No paper of any kind. To add another twist, the commission's proceed-
ings were recorded, maintained, and retained only on a public Web site.

Dr. Kettl, as chair of the commission, had been responsible for recording the body's
proceedings and activities. He had chosen to jump headlong into the future and place
everything-schedules, minutes of commission meetings, presentations by speakers,
public feedback, media reports, and so forth-on a Web site that he had created. Kettl
would enter the proceedings of the commission into the Web site as the meetings hap-
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pened, and public comment would be registered or recorded in a "Feedback" section of
the site. The site provided links to media reports, to library reference material, and to
outside organizations concerned with or relating to commission work. Except for hand-
written notes, which may or may not have been kept by other commission members, and
the final published report, there were no paper records of the commission to be had.
There was only a CD-ROM copy of a Web site.2 (At that time, the site itself was still up,
but had not been active since February 2001.)

After the panic subsided, it became apparent that here was, in actuality, a potentially
profitable opportunity. Like all archival institutions, especially those involved in man-
aging public records, the WHS had to quickly come to grips with the ever-looming
problem of electronic records. There's probably not an archivist or records manager
anywhere who doesn't feel trepidation when considering what needs to be done (and
more immediately, what can be done) with records produced in intangible electronic
formats. The Kettl Commission records presented a fait accompli, an electronic record
(or records?) with no paper originals or backups. The WHS would be obliged to deal
with the records of the Kettl Commission as an e-records issue and, more importantly,
as a Web records issue-something with which the WHS had yet to really concern
itself-rather than as a set of records containing a portion of electronic content, or a
paper record with a duplicate available on CD, or a CD-ROM of records, the paper
originals or copies of which existed somewhere. These last would have been comfort-
ing scenarios, but it quickly became apparent that there was no safety net and that, in the
end, the issue would have to be resolved within the WHS.

Searching for Information
An informal working group was established and began meeting in March 2001. The

group did not set out with a specific research agenda. Being faced with an immediate
problem, they found it most realistic to blend a healthy dose of practicalities with more
theoretical inquiries. At the same time that the group discussed such abstractions as the
nature of Web sites as records, it also looked towards achieving several definitive end
products. First, naturally enough, they hoped to produce a viable solution to the imme-
diate problem of the Kettl Web site. Second, this solution and the methods used to reach
it could then be used as a source for future Web record appraisal and accessioning
techniques. Lastly, the group saw this situation as a genuine opportunity to broaden the
WHS's knowledge base concerning Web sites in general and the documentary nature of
Web records.

To begin, group members looked for sources of information on previous or ongoing
endeavors involving Web records. At the time the study was conducted, very few public
entities could be identified that were taking steps to deal with the problem. The Na-
tional Archives, for example (as discovered only after the fact, in spring 2002), had
begun to produce guiding documents for federal agency Web records, but this project
was unknown to the group at the time. Projects underway at that time for which some
general contextual information was drawn included the Library of Congress-Cornell
University joint Minerva Project and Brewster Kahle's Internet Archive. Kahle espe-
cially helped to guide the group's thinking about potential legal and social issues in
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Web archiving. The group did make much use of documentation from two particular
public agencies. The Nebraska Secretary of State's Office's draft "Web Page Regula-
tions" 3 demonstrated the utility of establishing close to the outset a solid set of defini-
tions to use as benchmarks for taking the next conceptual steps. For example, Nebraska
was making use of World Wide Web Consortium definitions of "Web site," "Web page,"
"Web resource," "link," and several other terms. Having a determined concept of what
constitutes, for example, a "Web site"-a core term for anyone hoping to appraise and
accession such things-is an aid to producing a checklist of pivotal points for analysis.
In short, once there's a solid definition of the problem, it makes it easier to describe the
problem's characteristics, nature, and features that make it what it is. Consequently, it
becomes clear what and what is not crucial when determinations are made about how to
preserve the item.4

The group also looked to the National Archives of Australia (NAA) and its very
useful "Policy and Guidelines for Keeping Records of Web-Based Activity in the Com-
monwealth Government," produced in January and March 2001. 5 Australia at the time
was light years ahead of any American governmental entity in researching the problem
of Web-based records and putting into effect practical measures to capture and retain
such records. Summarizing the work is beyond the scope of this article, but suffice it to
say that the NAA's work was extremely useful as a source of inspiration and a wonder-
ful example of straightforward procedures. NAA presents responsibilities, a series of
policy points accompanied by best practices, the fundamentals of good Web-based record
keeping, requirements, and, finally, appraisal considerations. The guidelines have the
virtue of simplicity and being fairly open-ended; the WHS group found it important
when writing its own appraisal guidelines to strive for a similar approach. Web records
and Web sites are of such unprecedented variety, with so many different types of graph-
ics, file formats, accompanying media and images, and so on, that trying to pin them
down under one overarching policy document is a Sisyphean task. NAA's efforts en-
couraged the group to think at a broader level and not to get bogged down in too many
technical details or theoretical concepts at the expense of solving the practical problem
in front of it.

At the same time, the group started to look at other existing Web sites that resembled
the Kettl site in purpose, form, and/or content. Of course, it was clear that the value of
this sort of search might be limited, due to the inherent nature of the Kettl site. The Kettl
Commission Web site was not a typical government site: it was very discrete, with very
few external links. Professor Kettl took steps when creating the site to embed media
articles and other reference sources within the site, eliminating the need to link to out-
side Web pages.6 Nonetheless, examining sites of similar content and purpose proved to
be of use for comparative purposes. Several sites examined by the group provided some
context for the Kettl situation. These included the California Assembly Speaker's Com-
mission on State and Local Government Finance7, the Nebraska Commission on Gov-
ernment Innovation and Restructuring 8, and the New York Temporary State Commis-
sion on Lobbying. 9 Each of these shared some of the same characteristics of the Kettl
site: meeting agendas and minutes, links to press coverage, links to related interest
groups, etc. The group considered it worthwhile to see how other states and public
agencies responded to increasing public clamor for Web access by making materials
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available on the Web, and whether it appeared that those institutions had given thought
to future preservation and access to those materials. Little evidence was found that site
creators were taking these issues into consideration. Sites tended to give an impression
not that they were or at least contained public records, but were instead really forums
for presenting records.

Evolution of Issues
In hunting for information, questions naturally started to rise and important issues

began to coalesce. Of these, the one with the most potential was the question, "When is
a Web site a publication and when is it a collection of records?" Group members had
been struck at first by the idea that a Web site, or at least the Kettl site, is created,
established, formulated, and packaged inherently for public consumption. It thereby
had more of a "published nature" about it than would have a typical paper public record.
The group determined that the nature of a particular site could be determined using the
traditional range of archival appraisal methods, with a few twists. As one member put it,
the use of Web technology inherently provides broader access to information than pa-
per filing systems and, thus, there is likely to always be a "publication" component
involved in Web access decision making. In the old paper-based world, some records
are internal, others external and designed for public access. If an agency has the capac-
ity to create and maintain all of its internal documents in a Web environment that al-
lowed public access, do these records become publications? Or are they rather merely
open records? This question of the nature of Web records led the group to consider
some key questions to ask as it consulted Web sites:

" What does the creator intend the Web site to accomplish? Is it a forum for present-
ing selected information to the public, or a method for conducting all of the creator's
business?

" Does the site accomplish what the creator set out to do?
" What is the overall scope of the site?
These are, the group believes, valid questions to ask at the outset and to continue

asking all the way through the appraisal process. The intent of the site creator as to
function and scope is vital to conducting an effective appraisal. The Kettl Commission
site was created as a repository for the entirety of that entity's records. Are other ap-
praised sites created for the same purpose? Is the site created merely as a delivery
system for public information? Is the site more nebulous than this? For example, does
the site contain links to an outside database that may itself be considered a record, even
though the site may not be?

Developing Guidelines

It became the group's contention during the discussion process that the methods by
which Web sites were appraised could be generally analogous to those used for apprais-
ing records in more traditional media, with the key exception of considering the compli-
cated nature of technological issues. In a broad sense, though, Web sites and Web-based
records must be appraised independently of media: a record is a record is a record. With
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these considerations in mind, the group developed a set of in-house appraisal guidelines
that could theoretically be applied to any Web site created by a Wisconsin state govern-
ment agency.

These guidelines followed a four-pronged analysis structure, overlaid with the cen-
tral point that, to quote the guidelines, "these sites must have asked of them the same
types of questions asked of paper or other traditional formats of records. The intellec-
tual decisions are the same; the difference is that, once these questions have been
answered to the archivist's satisfaction, she must extend her study into the technical
aspects of the site. However, these latter examinations must be predicated on decisions
made about the site's informational content."

The four prongs of the analysis were: motive, information, technical, and a conclud-
ing questions segment.

The "Motive Analysis" asks the question, "What was the purpose of the site?" Web
sites, as has been noted, exist in a number of different formats and are created for a
number of different reasons. They can be simple electronic bulletin boards, user inter-
faces for accessing databases, "publications" (defined here as digital versions of mate-
rial "that the creator would under other circumstances produce as a published paper
document"-broad, but a viable working definition), electronic commerce sites, intranets
for internal use, actual repositories for record material (whether born digitally or not),
and so on. Some sites will be one of these things, and others will be several of these, and
still others will be something else entirely. But, it is crucial to have a fundamental un-
derstanding of the purpose(s) of the appraised site: for what reasons did the site's cre-
ators bring the site into existence and how can it be placed in the overall context of, in
the case of public agencies, that agency's formal mission and its administrative/
programmatic operations?

A motive analysis of the Kettl site was fairly straightforward: Dr. Kettl created the
site as a platform for the entirety of the commission's activities. The site was also de-
signed as the sole repository of the commission's documented history. From this, the
clear conclusion was that, without the site, there would be no way of fully understand-
ing the evolution and development of the Kettl Commission's recommendations, its
discussion priorities, and the direct ways in which public opinion affected the
commission's work. 10

The second analysis is "Informational." What is the quality of the information being
presented on the site? As the guidelines phrase it, "the key question to consider during
appraisal is, 'Does the site contain information relevant to understanding the functions,
activities, mission, or avowed purposes of the agency, office, board, commission, etc?"'
A corollary question is, "Does the site contain records (official records) of the agency,
office, board, commission, etc?" Appraising the information on a site requires that ar-
chivists ask whether the functions, etc., of an agency can be understood without re-
course to the site, and whether the site places some new or different emphasis on the
agency or its activities. In short, the guidelines ask whether information on the site is
new, is different, and/or is specific to the site only and not available in other records.
The group's guidelines also ask whether any record material deposited on the site is
considered to be an "official record" and, therefore, whether losing such material would
create significant gaps in the agency's documentary record.
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Just as with other record media, it is important to gauge the informational value of
site records in the context of other available informational sources. Are there govern-
ment publications, paper originals of records, etc., that document the information con-
tained on the site to the same or greater degree than does the site? If this is the case, the
guidelines hold that, at least until technical capabilities allow the expert capture, main-
tenance, and migration of Web records, the WHS retain the paper and discard the elec-
tronic version. Also, any appraisal decision made concerning Web records ought to be
made in the context of existing institutional collection policies or strategies, exactly as
if Web records were normal paper-based records. Just because it is electronic, or just
because the records exist on the Internet, does not mean the records necessarily have
any more legitimacy than paper records. Would any repository retain these records if
they were not electronic?11

Appraising the Kettl site in this light, the group concluded that the information on the
site was definitely worth retaining. As previously noted, the records on the site repre-
sented the only documentary record of the commission and to lose them would mean
the permanent loss of a full understanding of the commission's work. Since the group
agreed that the Kettl Commission represents a significant milestone in the continuing
relationship between Wisconsin state and local governments-which have a long tradi-
tion of mutual support-and that its proposals had the potential to reimagine that rela-
tionship, certainly the records had vital information that needed to be retained.12

A third analysis is the "Technical Analysis," which (at least for the group) can be the
most daunting and perplexing to accomplish. The technical aspects of Web records and
Web sites are vast. The working group's appraisal guidelines made no effort to be ex-
haustive, but the group felt it important to present at least some of the key questions that
need to be asked involving the technology of the site or site records. Some of these
questions include:

" Who created the site? Which office or bureau? Are records creators responsible for
what goes on the site, or does the in-house Information Technology shop handle
this? (This question is asked not only in order to have a source for technical infor-
mation should it be required, but to provide a better understanding of the institu-
tional situation that gave rise to the site or site records.)

" What specific software tools were used to develop and maintain the site? Are any
of them proprietary in nature?

" How much file storage space will be required to maintain the site? Will it be main-
tained on a CD or other storage medium, on the archival institution's intranet, or on
its public Web site?

" Does the technical documentation, such as software documentation and search in-
dexes, need to be retained? How about the files generated in developing the site or
site records (i.e., project management and reports from Webmasters)?

" Does an indexing system for the site exist? Can the archiving institution use it?
" Besides text files, what other types of content make up the site or site records?

Sound files? Streaming video?
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* If the site or site records are being appraised while they are currently on-line (as
opposed to having been stored on a CD-ROM, like the Kettl site), is that site ac-
tive? Can it or the materials on it be altered? If so, will the informational integrity
of the site or site records be changed? And if so, should all iterations of the site be
retained?

And there are many more questions to ask."3 The technical analysis can be frustrating
as new roadblocks and seemingly insurmountable technological hurdles arise, but it is
crucial to a full and effective appraisal that these issues be faced head-on, and be ap-
plied on a case-by-case basis. Each site is different and each site presents its own par-
ticular technical (as well as informational) challenges. The Kettl site was a relatively
simple site from a technical standpoint. There were very few external links that would
be broken once the site was deactivated or the linked sites went down. Press releases
and public comments were embedded as files within the site, thus eliminating the need
for many links. PowerPoint presentations were generally also available in HTML for-
mat, thus obviating the need for Microsoft PowerPoint.

On the other hand, the important public feedback forums of the site, "Gotta Beef,"
"Idea Box," and "Best Practices," in which members of the public could submit ideas,
complaints, or examples of good state-local practices already in operation, had been
shut down and were no longer available. (Nor could they be accessed any longer from
the site on-line. 4) There is a small portion of streaming video and streaming audio for
some of the meeting material, requiring the use of media player software. As technical
issues, however, these proved to be minor, although the former signifies a loss of con-
siderable informational value.

The working group felt that a few follow-up questions should be asked before mak-
ing a full and final appraisal. This "Supplemental Analysis" consists of two important
questions that need to be considered throughout the appraisal process.

The first was whether the purpose for the site's existence is best served by maintain-
ing the site as it is. That is, is it crucial to a proper understanding of the site or site
records and the activities of the agency that created them to preserve the site exactly as
it appears and operates on-line? Will users of the information contained in the records
be handicapped if the visual display and associated features are replaced with, say, a
collection of text file folders? For some sites, the appearance and presentation are criti-
cal to the underlying information contained on them. For others, the bells and whistles
are attractive conveniences, but the record material isn't changed or rendered unusable
by their absence. This is an important point, because archivists often encounter sites full
of graphics and sound or video files and frames and whatnot, and shouldn't immedi-
ately jump to the conclusion that resources must be committed to maintaining all of it,
or that it's necessary to give up on hoping to capture the site or site records because
there's this great jumble of phenomena to sift. Look to the motive: why did the creator
add those features? Look to the information: are these things record material, or do they
make a real contribution to the actual record content of the site? Look to the technical
aspects as well: will it be feasible to capture the site in its current visual form? What
will be involved?

A second question, while more prosaic, is still an important one, especially in these
days of increasingly straitened institutional resources. Does the importance of the infor-
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mation on the site outweigh the costs of staff time and resources involved in accessioning
the site, making it available for public use, and monitoring it over time? Of course, as
the appraisal guidelines note, this cost analysis ought to be made during every archival
accession, but such analyses are of additional importance when applied to digital records.
The preservation of these types of records often requires significant resources (such as
new storage devices, increased file storage space, and new devices for accessing infor-
mation), and often in a short amount of time to ensure the records' preservation and
continued access. Any archivist who is appraising sites or site records needs to consider
the relative costs of accessioning these items and whether there might be a less expen-
sive or resource-intensive method of doing so without sacrificing informational integrity.

These last questions played a significant role in drawing conclusions about the Kettl
site. The appraisal report phrased it thus: "I don't believe that anyone can realistically
submit that the dynamic structure of the site is crucial to understanding the functions or
activities of the Commission .... Intellectual order... is not tied to any particular aspect
of the site as a Web product. Given all this, I'm not convinced that we should spend the
time and resources required to accession this site electronically." Nothing that the group
could identify in the structure of the site was required to clarify the information within,
when other options were available. In the end, the group decided to choose from a set of
four options:
1. Retain the Kettl Commission site, in its entirety, on a CD-ROM. This would

preserve the physical appearance of the site, to a certain degree (i.e., the site
would exist as a series of file folders, which, when clicked on, would bring up the
appropriate section of the site as it looked when live on the Web).
Problem: The appropriate software for reading all documents would have to be
available. The data would have to be periodically migrated.
Decision: Reject this option as too time- and resource-intensive given current
WHS capabilities. (See the quotation from the appraisal report in the introduction
to this list of options.)

2. Print in hard-copy form every document on the site and create what amounts to a
paper version of the Web site.
Problem: The dynamism of the site would be lost. A vast amount of paper would
be created. Kettl's entire point of creating a commission site (to avoid drowning in
paper) would be rendered null and void. Archivists would be obliged to make
determinations about how much of a linked site or of internal documents to print.
Should absolutely everything be printed, no matter how small or insignificant?
Decision: Reject this option as producing too much paper and preserving site
records of lesser importance.

3. Retain nothing. Allow the commission's published final report to stand as the only
necessary record of the commission's activities.
Problem: This would mean the loss of all supporting documentation. The WHS
and its user communities would lose a true understanding of the commission's
proceedings and activities.
Decision: Reject this option as leading to the loss of crucial documentation.
Without it, there would be no record of the commission's decision-making
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process, no evidence of public comment, and no reference sources that were used
to establish the context in which the commission reached its conclusions.

4. Print in hard-copy form selectively chosen documents from the site, choosing
those that are determined to be of permanent historical interest.
Problem: The dynamism of the site would be lost. Archivists must make a
complex series of determinations about the relevance of every document.
Decision: Accept this option as the best one for serving the interests of research-
ers. Space and paper will be saved. A properly selected set of site records will
clearly reveal the commission's workings without cluttering with unneeded
documentation. Preserving site dynamism is not crucial.

So, in the end, after multiple meetings of the working group, which debated technical
implications of archiving Web sites, brainstormed about the development and future of
Web archives, and studied a number of articles and other reference sources concerning
Web sites and electronic records, what was the result? In the end, almost shamefacedly,
the group took the somewhat less than momentous technical step of printing records
and maintaining them in paper form. This decision demonstrates that, just because ar-
chivists deal with an electronic form of a record, it's not necessary to preserve it in an
electronic format. Decisions will vary from case to case, depending both on institu-
tional resources and on the site or site records themselves: is it important to future users
that the site be maintained in its current format? If not, and if paper will work just as
well, then there is no reason an archivist can't print hard copies. (Many public agencies
and other organizations are currently doing this with their electronic mail, for example.)
This may not be the most farsighted strategy available, but it does reflect the undeniable
fact that sometimes archival institutions must work with what they have when they have
it. It also reinforces the WHS group's contention that every site is its own particular
animal, and that different decisions will be applied to each one.

Conclusion

The WHS group's experiences with the Kettl Commission Web site were immensely
valuable. Kettl was only a first encounter with the problem of how to preserve Web sites
and Web records for the future, a problem that will only loom larger as more and more
government agencies and other organizations not only cement their presence on the
Web but actually use their Web sites as record repositories. The group was led to con-
sider a whole range of questions, from the small (What if a site we want to accession has
external links, or proprietary software?) to the grand (What is the value of Web sites for
documenting government activity? Are sites themselves records?). These questions (and
the frequent lack of good answers) will aid the WHS in future Web-site appraisal and
accession endeavors, having served to broaden its knowledge base concerning sites and
site records. The entire appraisal process exposed both the similarities between ap-
praising Web records and more standard formats, and the differences. Understanding
that there are both similarities and differences is important: the group found that ac-
quired appraisal experiences and understanding of the nature of records did not need to
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be abandoned. On the contrary, those experiences are perfectly applicable to the Web
record world. Archivists may be intimidated by the new frontiers of electronic records,
but they should be comforted in the realization that their collective experience with
appraising paper, audiovisual, and other forms of records is the most important tool
they have in crossing into the strange new world.15

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Jeremy Brett is a Senior Records Analyst at the National
Archives and Records Administration-Pacific Region, in San Bruno, California. He
was formerly the State Government Records Archivist at the Wisconsin Historical Soci-
ety in Madison, where he participated in the work documented in this article.

NOTES

1. For the purposes of this case study, consider the Web site itself to be a form of record, as opposed to a
platform for housing and displaying Web-based records. It is outside the purview of this paper to get
involved in the whys and wherefores of whether sites can be records. The group contends that there are
situations where this is the case; in the documented example, the site is a single discrete entity that,
itself, is a documentary record of activities and events, but it is also a repository for Web-based records.

2. A fuller description of the features of the Kettl Commission Web site is found in my own June 2001
appraisal, which can be obtained from the Wisconsin Historical Society.

3. <www.state.ne.us/home/SOS/RecordsMgmt/Webstanl.htm>. At the state site one can also find a co-
gent statement of scope, content, and issues that briefly lays out issues of concern when appraising
Web sites: <http://www.sos.state.ne.us/RecordsMgmt/Webstan.htm>.

4. A future corollary to the appraisal guidelines will be an attached set of definitions for terms used in the
guidelines.

5. <http://www.naa.gov.au/recordkeeping/er/Webrecords/intro.html>
6. This is not to say that the Kettl site did not share certain problems of other public Web sites. For

example, there were some external links, which, of course, affects the dynamism of the site were those
linked sites to shut down. Links to other state pages raised issues of control and authority, to give
another example.

7. <http://speaker.metroforum.org>
8. <http://www.nol.org/home/clgir/intro.htm>
9. <http://www.nylobby.state.ny.us>
10. The Final Report, of course, would provide the actual decisions rendered, but only the site could

demonstrate how the commission arrived at those decisions. Likewise, copies of media reports could
supply a window into commission proceedings, but only as witnesses to particular days or subjects
under discussion. Full documentation requires the site or records on the site.

11. This question is designed to preempt the mind-set in some quarters that an e-record is inherently
valuable because so many records today are produced in electronic format, as well as the opposite idea
that those records are somehow less valuable because of their inherently ephemeral nature. Web sites
must always be considered in the same informational terms as records of more durability.

12. Of course, the Kettl Commission is probably atypical in that the entire site constitutes a permanently
valuable record. In many cases, archivists will discover that only one portion or several portions of a
site merit permanent retention.

13. The full guidelines can be seen at <http://enterprise.state.wi.us/home/wirc/SHSWeb-guides.htm>.
14. Apparently they do (or did two years ago) exist in a backup format as part of a spreadsheet-odd,

certainly, for what was a series of text-based responses, but the working group determined that these
were such an unwieldy and generally hard-to-read format that we would not undertake to preserve
these spreadsheet files.
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15. This article would not have been possible without the efforts of the author's former colleagues at the
Wisconsin Historical Society who joined him in 2001 as members of an unofficial working group that
spent many a thoughtful hour wrestling with the problems of Web-site appraisal and preservation
when they could have been ice fishing or performing a host of other wholesome Wisconsin activities:
the head of the society's Collections Bureau, Donna Sereda; Local Government Records Archivist
Virginia Fritzsch; then Preservation Officer Sharlane Grant; Webmaster Paul Hedges; Government
Publications Librarian Lloyd Velicer; and from the University of Wisconsin-Madison, Records
Officer Nancy Kunde. In the author's opinion, not enough can ever be said about the dedication and
skill of these wonderful people to archives, to records management, and to history in general. Thanks
are also due to Margery Sly for her helpful assistance in the editing of this article.


